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“Don’t loaf and invite inspiration; light out after it with a club.”.. Jack London 
The electric enthusiasm among our students, their zest to initiate productive activities and 

to match the rhythm and pulse of new age motivated our college to establish MUN Club, 
Parliamentary Debate Club and Club Aesthetica.  

MUN Club is an opportunity for students to shape their minds to research global affairs 
from various perspectives like socio-political, economic, health, nuclear power etc. Various 
committees promote delegates to study, research and present the topics of their interests. Our 
energetic and optimistic student coordinators, Ms. Tanaya Kulkarni and Ms. Gautami Yadav 
who have been the awardees of the best delegate, best committee, are now contributing to DES 
SNFLC MUN Club by  successfully conducting  training workshops on UN Charter, 
Committees, Country Study, and International Press etc. The coordinators are taking extra 
efforts to prepare and deliver quality content to our junior participants so as to build their 
confidence and leadership qualities. The experts from Pune and Mumbai circuits are occasionally 
called to train the students for future participation in conferences.  

Club Aesthetica is another venture which is voluntarily and actively shouldered by Ms. 
Gautami Yadav and Mr. Rutvik Shiralkar. This club is bound to inculcate, impart and nurture 
literary instincts of the budding lawyers through the activities like legal commentary, poetry 
recitation, acting workshop, treasure hunt competition, screening a movie, web series, heritage 
walks etc. The first activity of Poetry recitation competition in collaboration with Students 
Welfare Organization was a great success wherein about twenty five students recited their poems 
in English, Hindi, and Marathi. The selected poets were awarded in the inaugural ceremony of 
the clubs by the chief guest Adv. Saurabh Deshpande who has authored the Marathi Verse 
translation of Indian Constitution as ‘Gyanbachi Rajyaghatana’. Club Aesthetica welcomes 
each and every artist to the platform as it believes that a lawyer has to be a jack of all trades. 

Parliamentry debate Club is one more feather in the cap which aims at developing 
awareness of parliamentary proceedings among the students.  

“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; Working together is Success.” 
–Henry Ford  

With this notion, our dynamic student coordinators, Ms.Rajlaxmi Nimbalkar, 
Ms.Karnaja Nike Nimbalkar, and Mr. Mayur Pokle have taken active initiatives to conduct 
the debate sessions on the topics like Capital Punishment, Liberal Feminism, reservation in 
jobs, Uniform Civil Code, Communal Riots Engineered by Politicians(?) etc. As the 



objective of the club is not to mock the parliamentary proceedings, but to have healthy, logical 
and rational discussions, the club executes its sessions with the set and accepted rules and 
policies. 

Clubs are proven platforms for the students having common set of knowledge and skill. 
Even during the lockdown period due to the Corona virus pandemic, the clubs were active 
virtually on social media. The participants of the clubs deserve a big round of applause for their 
contribution. Each and every club participant is equally important as it is rightly said by 
Alexander Graham Bell, “Great discoveries and improvements invariably involve the 
cooperation of many minds.” 


